Soak it up
Experience the natural allure
of engineered stone baths
and basins from DADO
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A long, hectic day calls for a spot of seclusion to
revive and there’s no better place for it than the
bathroom. It’s the only room in the house to afford
you such a luxury, so to neglect it is to neglect
yourself — and you don’t deserve that.
Make your bathroom a room you want to spend
time in, where you can escape from daily pressures
and refresh. DADO freestanding baths not only
provide you with your own spa experience, but are
beautiful and enhance any bathroom — whether
building from scratch or renovating.
Take a cue from the European trendsetters at
the Italian Bathware Show and treat your room to
a freestanding bathtub for an instant boost of style
and extravagance. Michele Kordic of Brisbane’s Elite
Bathware and Tiles says of her favourite freestanding
tubs: “We love using the DADO products. The stylish
simplicity of the designs combined with the soft,
natural materials used in their manufacture always
enhance a bathroom.”
The material Michele is referring to is DADOquartz
and was successfully used for kitchen benchtops
even before it was recognised by the leaders of
designer bathware. It has fast become a favourite
material in the industry, admired at the worldfamous Cersaie show in Bologna, Italy, in 2008;
the Idéo Bain 2008 show in Paris, France; and
the Woonbeurs Amsterdam 2008; Ish 2008 in
Germany; and Decorex 2008 in South Africa. In 2008,
DADOquartz made a splash at DesignEX 2008 in
Brisbane and is now available through Elite Bathware
and Tiles.
DADOquartz bathware is being hailed as the new
granite thanks to its scratch-, heat-, mildew- and
mould-resistant qualities. It also doesn’t hurt to
know that it’s easy to clean and boasts an elegant
satin finish, which is silky-smooth to the touch.
Another drawcard of DADOquartz is its ability to
retain the water temperature permitting long and
relaxing soaks. Michele believes it simply must be
experienced! DADOquartz is perfect for homeowners
wanting a product that’s stylish and durable with a
soft, natural look.
DADOquartz, an engineered stone, cleverly
combines the advantages of granite and polymer
products. State-of-the-art manufacturing technology
ensures a void-free material, which has no fissures,
veins or other imperfections that could compromise
its strength or appearance. It’s cleaner, safer, sturdier
and more consistent than natural stone. In its
application as bathware, DADOquartz becomes
uniquely appealing. Your bathroom deserves it and
so do you.
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